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ABSTRACT 
Let A + cB be an n X n real matrix, where A is a symmetric and positive 
definite matrix, B is a skew-symmetric matrix, and c is a real parameter. An 
expression of the inverse Z(u) = (A + nB)-’ as a sum of powers of the matrix 
H = A-‘B is derived. Furthermore, upper bounds for Z(c) and the limit of Z(G) as 
1~1 + + m are obtained. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 
A + uB 
be an n x n real matrix, where A is a symmetric and positive definite matrix, 
B is a skew-symmetric matrix, and u is a real parameter, 
A = AT positive definite, B = - BT. (1) 
The quantity 1~1 may be considered as a measure of the size of the 
skew-symmetric component of the matrix A + uB. 
Let 
f(u)=det(A+uB); (2) 
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as f(u) > f(0) = det A > 0 for arbitrary G, the inverse 
Z(o)=(A+ d?-' (3) 
is defined for c in (-m, +m). In the following, an expression of Z(U) as a 
sum of powers of the matrix 
ll=A-‘B (4) 
is derived; it may be written as 
Z(v) = [ ;&,(v)H’]A-‘, (5) 
where g,(c) are rational functions of c with gzl;(u) > 0 and gzk+,(tzl = 
_ ugzk( c); the numerical coefficients in g,(c) are those of the polynomial 
f( r;). Furthermore, upper bounds for Z(c I and the limit of Z(c) as 1 c 1 + + m 
are obtained [the limit for 2: -+ 0 is trivial: Z(0) = A-‘]. 
2. THE SYMMETRIC AND SKEW-SYMMETRIC COMPONENTS 
OF Z(c) 
LEMhlA 1. Assume (1). Then f( o), us defined in (21, is u polynomial in 6’ 
w\ith positive coefficients. 
Proof. As A - oB = AT + vB7‘, f(s) is an even function of u; thus, f(v) 
is a polynomial in 0’. The matrix H, defined in (41, is similar to a 
skew-symmetric matrix: A’/“HA - 1/2 = A- ‘I2 BA ~ ‘/‘; hence, its eigenvalues 
tj are pure imaginary [I, p. 2851. Let us assume k i 1 t,,I, j = 1,2,. . . , m(f>/2, 
be the nonzero eigenvalues of H [m(f) is even]. We have 
m(f)/2 
f(v)=f(O)det(l+vH)=f(O) ,{c, (l+c2~t~f), 
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which may be written as 
MATRIX 
where the coefficients sp, are positive real numbers given by 
so = f (0) > 
9; =fi0)(lt,l’+ . . . + lt,,,(l-);212j> 
S,,,(f) =f(O>It,l” . . . It,,,(.f),LZ12. n 
The degree of f(c) is m( f ); we note that 
fur n men, if det B # 0, then m( f > = n; if det B = 0, then m( f > < n - 2; 
for n odd (in this case det B = 01, m( f I< n - 1. 
The matrix Z(u) is now written as 
Z(u) = 
P(c) + Q(c) 
f(G) 
whore 
P( 0) = P“(u) is positive definite and Q(u) = - Q’(C). 
As Z(- u)= Z“(c), we have 
P( - 6) = P(C), Q(-6)=-Q(C). 
For c = 0, P(O) = f(O)A-’ and Q(O) = 0. The entries pii of P(o) and 
yij(u) of Q(u) are even and odd polynomials in o respectively. Let m(P) 
(even) and m(Q) (odd) be th e maxima of the degrees of the polynomials 
pij(o> and qii( .I t respectively; we have m(P) < m( f > and m(Q) < m( f 1. 
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TIIEOREM 1. Assume (11, and let 
fZk(U) = ; sqjL?y 
tn(f > 
k =O,l,...,- 
j = 0 2 ’ 
(3 
where s2 j ure the coeficients of the polynomial f(v) (see Lemma 1). Then 
Z(c), as .defined in (3), is gioen by (5) where m” = max(m(P), m(Q)) und 
g,,(G) = l? 
f,W-a(4 
f(c) ’ 








m(Pj=m(f)-2=n-2 when det B f 0, 
(8.1) 
m(P)=m(f) or m(P)=m(f)-2 when det B = 0, 
m(Q)=m(f)-1. 
Proof. 
(i) We observe that the entries of AP + oBQ are even polynomials in c and 
those of AQ + uBP are odd; therefore, from the identity 
f(v)Z=(A+cB)(P+Q)=(AP+cBQ)+(AQ+cBP) (9) 
it follows that AQ + uBP = 0. Then, Q(c) is given by 
Q(u) = - r;HP(2;), 
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Let us introduce in the identity (9), rewritten in the form 
5 
f(~)A-‘=(I-u”H”)P(z;), 
the expression for P(u) as a sum of powers of c’, 
(9’) 
tn(P)/Z 
P(U) = c l?kPZk. 
k=o 
(12) 
As the degree of f( -) t IS m(f), the constant matrices Pzk must satisfy 
the formulae 
P,, =f(O)A-‘, (13.1) 
Pzk = S2kA-’ + H”P,k_,, 
m(f) 
k=1,2 ,..., ?, (13.2) 
0 = H’P,,,,f,> (13.3) 
and PXk = 0 when k > m( f )/2. 
(ii) Let x be a column of P,,,,f,. From (13.3) we have H”x = 0 and hence 
BA-‘Bx = 0; thus, from (Bx>rA-‘(Bx) = 0 we obtain Bx = 0; therefore 
W,,f, = 0. (13.4) 
From (13.4) there follow the statements (a), (b), and (c) concerning the 
degrees m(P) and m(Q). 
(a) If det B f 0, then P,,,,f, =0 and hence m(P)<m(f)--2=n-2. 
The degree m(P) cannot be lower than m(f)- 2; otherwise, from 
(9’) the degree of ~<II> would be lower than m(f >, which, by 
hypothesis, is the degree of f(e). Thus, m(P) = m(f) - 2. 
(b) If det B = 0, then the columns of P.,,,,, are either the null vector or 
(cl 
eigenvectors of B corresponding to the zero eigenvalue. Thus, as 
m(P)> m(f)-2, either m(P) = m(f) or m(P)= m(f)-2. 
The degree m(Q) cannot be lower than m(f) - 1; otherwise, from 
(lo), we would have HP,n,f,_2 = 0 and then, from (9’), P,,,f, = 
smcfjA-‘. Hence, BPmcf, = s,,,&3A-’ = 0, which implies (as s,,(,-) 
#O) H=A-‘IS=--(BA-‘jr=0 and then B=O. Thus, m(Q)= 
m(f)-- 1. 
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(iii) From (13.1) and (13.2) we obtain 
By introducing (14) in (12) we ma!’ write P(c) as a ~111 of powers of 
Ii”: 
x = 0 
(15) 
where gzx(u) are defined in (8.1). Finally, from (11) and (15) we obtain 
the expression (5) for Z(c), where HZ* = max()rl(P>, m(Q)> is given by 
either in* = ~n(f) or in* = m(f)- 1, and K~(c) are defined in (8.1) and 
(8.2). W 
(1) We note that, as (j(c) = - QI‘(C), f rom (10) the matrix P(c) satisfies 
the equation 
HP( 6) = - P( c)P; 
it is easy to verify by induction from (13.1) and (13.2) that this equation is 
satisfied by the matrices Pzk, k = 0, 1, . . , m( P)/2, and then that PzI, = P&. 
(2) Froin (10) and (12) we may write Q(c) as a sum of odd powers of c 
in which the coefficients are the skew-symmetric matrices Qzk + I given by 
Qz,: + , = - HPsk. From (10) and (15) we may write Q(v) as a sum of odd 
powers of H in which the coefficients gzk + 3(~) are defined in (8.2). 
(3) For o > 0 the expression (5) for Z(C) is a smn with alternating 
nonnegative and nonpositive terms g,(o): gzk(u) > 0 and ggk+ ,(c) < 0; for 
2; < 0 all the terms g,(c) are nonnegative. 
(4) Expression (5) for Z(v), with m* = max(m(P),rn(Q)) and g,(v) 
given by (8.1)-(8.2), has been derived taking into account only the multiplic- 
ity of the zero eigenvalue of H; it follows that m* may be not the least 
degree of the polynomials in H representing Z(v)A = (I + VII)-‘. As H is of 
simple structure and, hence, all its elementary divisors are linear [l, p. 2011, 
we have that the minimal polynomial of H is given by 
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where tj, j = 1,2,. . . , m($), with m($,> < m(f), are all distinct. If EI has 
multiple nonzero eigenvalues, we have m(t)> < m(f)-2; it follows that, in 
this case, Z(c)A can be represented in the form of a polynomial in H whose 
degree is m(t)- 1 and it is less than m*: m($)- 1 < m* [recall that either 
m* = ~n(f> or m* = ?n(f) - 11. 
(.5) The unique solution x of the linear system of equations 
(A+cB)x=c 
can be represented in the fomm of a linear combination of the Krylov vectors 
X(,, f-lx,,, .) Hjx,,, . .) 
where x,) = A-‘c: 
“‘0 
x = c tciM’X(,. 
j = 0 
Here, m,, + 1 is the degree of the minimal annihilating polynomial Q!J,~(x~,) of 
xc,, with respect to H. As 4(,(x,,) is a divisor of the mininal polynomial (with 
respect to M) of the whole space R”, which coincides with $(A) [l, p. 2041, 
we have that m,, + 1 may be less than WZ(I,!J) [m,, + 1 = rn($) only in the 
regular cast when $,,(A) = $(A)]. Approximate solutions xI, of x can be 
constructed by using the Krylov sequence {Hjx,,}. In [3], the approximate 
solution xk, k > 1, is given in the form 
where yj are the Lanczos vectors, which serve as an orthogonal basis for the 
subspace spanned by the Krylov sequence (Hjx,,}; the coefficients mki, 
j = 0,l , . . . , k - 1, are determined by the Galerkin conditions that the residual 
c-(A + cB)x~ are orthogonal to yo,yl,...,yk_,. 
Some of the results in Theorem 1 will be stated in Theorem 2 by different 
arguments. 
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3. THE LIMIT OF Z(u) FOR 12;1+ +m 
Let 
Z*= lim Z(c). 
ICI * +m 
As m(Q) = m(f)-- 1, we have 
Q(o) -= ,c,% f(u) O, 
and from (15) and (8.1) we obtain 
(16) 
which shows that Z* exists and is a symmetric and positive scmidefinite 
matrix. 
THEOREM 2. Assume (l), and let Z* he dejned as in (16). It follows that 
(1) if det B f 0, then Z* = 0; 
(2) ZJ det B = 0, h t en Z* is not identically equal to zero and is given by 
(16) with m(P) = m(f), 
Z* = ZeT # 0 and positive semidefinite; 
furthermore, its columns are either the null vector or eigenvectors of B 
corresponding to the zero eigenualue. 
Proof. Let zi(u> and e, be the columns of Z(c) and I respectively. 
From the equation 
(A + uB)zj( C) = e, (17) 
we obtain 
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and hence 
II%WI~ 
1+ IIAII IA- ‘11 
Iv, ’ (18) 
where the spectral norms l/All and [lAPill are the maximum eigenvalue and 
the reciprocal of the minimum eigenvalue of A respectively. From (18) we 
have that 
IIW4 II-+ 11~2~11 = 0 as 10l+ +m. 
Let us assume det B # 0; then Z* = 0. 
Let us now assume det B = 0; thus, either z* = 0 or z* is an eigenvector 
of B corresponding to the zero eigenvaluc. We now show that, for at least 
one value i,, of i, zI:; f 0. Let x f 0 be an eigenvector of B corresponding to 
the zero eigenvalue: Bx = 0, llxll = 1. From (17) we obtain 
IxTeil < IIAIIIlZi(u)ll. 
As x # 0, for at least one value i, of i we must have lxreil,l = lxi,,l > 0; 
therefore 
for arbitrary 0’; thus, Ilz,T,ll > 0. 
From (16) and the above arguments it follows that m(P) = m(f) when 
det B = 0. n 
(1) The following upper bounds, besides (181, on the norms of the 
columns zi(zj) may be easily derived from (17): 
I(Az,(c)llG IIAIIIIA-‘11, 
10 
the last inequality is obtained from 
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(2) Let us assume Z(0) = A-’ > 0; for example, when A is a Stieltjes 
matrix [2]. Thus, Z(U) > 0 for c in a sufficiently small neighborhood of 0. The 
limit Z* may be positive for special matrices B; thus we would have 
Z(o) > 0 for 1~1 sufficiently large. For example, consider the matrix B given 
by 
[ 
0 1 -1 
B= -1 0 1 ; 
1 -1 0 1 
the zero eigenvalue of B is simple, and the corresponding eigenvector x is 
x = c(l,l, ljT. The columns of the matrix Z* are z* = c,(l, 1, l)?‘, i = 1,2,3; 
as Z* = Z*T and is positive semidefinite, it follows that ci = c > 0. This 
result holds for a matrix B such that C.y= ,bii = 0, 1~ i < n, n odd, and the 
zero eigenvalue is simple; in this case z* = &l,l,. ,l)“ with c > 0. 
I wish to thank a referee for his precise criticism. 
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